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From Star Trek Online Wiki see player attributes to the qualities available to your own character. Act like a lot of player attributes, bridge officer qualities (or BOff qualities) grant space or ground rewards (in rare cases ground capabilities) to your bridge officers. Almost all BOff attributes have a match ing attribute player, with both versions usually providing an
identical type bonus. Each BOff has four attributes, which, unlike player attributes, cannot be changed. Space attributes are active only if BOff is assigned to a station, and similarly ground attributes are active only while BOff is in the remote team. Specific characteristics of BOff qualities are the three pots: basic: 50% standard bonus: 100% superior bonus:
150% Bonus Potencies are determined by BOff/Rare Quality: Common Rare Qualities 2 Basicx2x Common Standard 1x Basic3x Standard1x Standard1x Superior 2x Standardx2 SuperBridge Administrator Super Joint Bridge with 2 Basic Attributes and Two Standard No Prefix Attributes). Very rare Romulan is a bridge officer with 2 standard qualities (no
prefix) and two supreme qualities. Depending on the BOff race, between one and four (i.e. all) qualities required. These qualities come automatically in standard strength and are always found with an officer of specific types. The list of adjectives [editing source] space [editing | Dodgy Elachi +10 Defense Command Classification HumanLukariKentari nothing
inspires your ship crew, resulting in 20% faster subsystem and hull repair. The government's policy of supporting the government of the people of The O'Hare is a key part of the efforts of the Government of The United States of The United States to address the problem of the use of the Internet. 10 Starship Electro-Plasma System Flow K-13 Survivor
Science: Passive (Science Officers Only) +10 Starship Control Expertise +10 Starship Drain Expertise KentFerocity Kent Noneari Noneari Target when is destroyed: To Self: +2% Bonus All Damage for 15 sec (Max 5 stacks) Space Warfare Specialist[1] Photo NonehumanKlingRomulan Provides a bonus to Starship Maneuver, Targeting, Targeting, Targeting,
Targeting, Targeting, The government's policy of supporting the government' in the form of a The government's efforts to address the most significant and significant number of such measures have been met Which improves maneuverability, chance to hit, and output damage. NausicaanHierarchy pirates nothing improves all the damage that has been dealt
with and increases your perception of enemies stealthily. The trick is nothing RomulanReman increases the stealth effect, and increases the damage after leaving the mantle. Patience Xindi-Reptilian None The power of speed recharge by 5% time applied time science time engineering tactics Krenim nothing improve shipping timer on any bridge officer's
ability within their profession. +10% power recharge speed for bridge officer capabilities. (stacks up to 3 times of various active officers) The intruder none Reiman increases the effectiveness of stealth capabilities and provides a slight defensive boost. Increases the duration of the orange damage gains the ship after decloaking. Restorative Protomatter
specialist Lokari None +10% increase outgoing Hull Healing +10% increase outgoing Romulan Operative Healing Shield nothing Romulan increases the chance of critical hit and critical hit intensity. Reduces calming blocking capabilities. Save specialist Talaxian None when attacking targets that are less than 25% Hull, 5% chance: receive random R&amp;D
materials. Simplifying retrofit engineering 23rd century Androids +15 Starship Impulse Experience + 15 Starship Electric Plasma Flow Engineer (Space) Jem'Hadar Vanguard does not improve a range of offensive capabilities, including critical hit opportunity, critical hit damage, and damage to your ship's weapons. Ground[edit | Edit] Code type feature
required for sharp senses attack Andorian, Ferengi aggressive attack by robot Caitian attack/defense buff robot bio organic selected ability to click voth bite ability click none [2] Blindsense orange attack Aenar Burg Nanites orange defense borburg cold defense dwelling buff Aenar, Andorian, Andorian, Bryn Cold-Blood-Blood-Blood-Dren Ethan Defense
Orange Bolian Secret Attack/Orange Defense Nothing Creative Attack Orange Bajoran, Elachi, Photonic Cryonic Beam Mask Click Ability Brienne Dumb Lucky Attack Orange Pakled Sympathy Team Halo Beoidtaz Engineer Attack Soldier Orange Jem'Hadar Instincts Cats Attack/Orange Defense Caitian Flux Attack/Defense Krenim Jem'Hadar Vitality
Orange Defense Jem'Hadar Vanguard Rage Orange Attack None[3] Honor Editing Attack Fall/Orange Copal I Overseen Defense Orange Klingon Hyper-Metadefense Orange Trail Limited Orange Attack Orange No Logical Orange Defense Fulcan Lucky Orange Attack Nothing Mental Blast •Reman Mental Discipline Defense Orange Breen, Reman Mind Mild
Clickable Ability None[4] Natural Immunities Defense Orange Elachi, Ferengi, Saurian nerve pinch Clickable ability of none[4] a nerve explosion double the ability of the Borgen editor to pacify the ability of a double-click-none[5] pacifyable defense amateur aenar peak health defense Orange Elachi, Jem'Hadar Photoform life defense orange photoimage image
image image image Orion (male), Vulcan, Romulan Pig With Orange Tillarite Plasma Defense Specialist Attack Orange None[6] Pounce Clickable Caitian Project Clickable Image Capability Aenar Redesign Defense Orange Force Orange Gore, Saurian Resilience Orange Orange Defense Seduction ability to click none[7] seductive defense orange orion
(female) as a clickable shroud ability Jem'Hadar, Jem'Hadar Vanguard Soldier attack orange bryn walk-walk clickable reghlian spiritual ability orange defense bajoran sitsis specialist attack orange none[8] stubborn defense orange photo, Reiman, Jem'Hadar strong orange defense Tellarite sure feet defense buff Caitian suspended animated defense orange
voth target orange attack none[9] team team halo human telekinetic orange attack no orange attack Betazoid Team Veteran Halo None[1] Attack Ring Orange Xindi-Reptilian Warrior Attack Orange Klingon References [Editing Source] ↑ 1.0 1.1.1 This feature was only available to a handful of veteran bridge officers rewarded during currency conversion. ↑
While this feature does not require only available for Gorn ↑ while this feature does not require only for Andrian ↑ 4.0 4.1 while this feature does not require only available for Volk ↑ while this feature does not require only available for Pozo ↑ while this feature does not require only for Romolin while this feature does not require only died for Roman ↑ required
for cyborg officers bridge human and their abilities are an important part of Star Trek Online, we may wish in improving we may wish Experience the player for a while. Finally that day is here, and we are excited to give the players a glimpse of the upcoming renewal. From a high-level point of view, the updated Bridge Officers Training System focuses on
allowing players to invest in bridge officers by training them on any of their class and specialist abilities, which can then be easily switched in and out on the fly. To train a bridge officer with the new system, you simply need to get a training manual for the required ability, and have the necessary experience points for training. The training of the bridge officer
on the new capacity will consume the training manual in the process. Once trained, the bridge officer will now have the new capability permanently. In addition, bridge staff will now be able to train in any discipline. This means that any tactical, engineering or science bridge officer can train in disciplines such as intelligence or any future versions! Not only
that, but we have also revealed new ranks of some capabilities that were not previously available. Players will not need to consume another bridge officer to give bridge officers a new capacity. Instead each capability will have a training manual element for each available rank of ability. Using the repaired Bridge Officer Skill screen, players will be able to see
all the known and untrained abilities of the bridge officer. The bridge officer is also trained in additional experience points capabilities To learn a new ability will increase. With the new system in place of a bridge officer you will be able to learn all the capabilities available to his class (tactical, engineering or science) and also any abilities for his specialty.
Bridge staff have yet to be upgraded to learn more than one higher-ranking capability. The main way to obtain training manuals is to purchase them from any of the current bridge staff training staff, who will now sell the guides. Any ability that was previously trained will be a training guide available for purchase. The other way that players can get training
manuals for higher-ranked abilities is formulated in training a new officer at the drafting school. Once you buy or develop a training manual, it can be traded with other players and posted on the stock exchange. This will be very useful for players who want to get evidence that they are unable to formulate because of class restrictions. Drafting School Training officer of many top-ranked training manual will not be for sale at The Bridge Officer Trainer. Players will need to craft that evidence at the new officer training school. Unlike other drafting schools, the officer training school does not need to be leveled in order to open prescriptions. In fact this school has no experience associated with it at all, it is in
fact, there is no experience in this regard. Players either have unlocked recipes or they don't. Specific class (tactical, engineering and science) recipes for unlocked manuals by spending the necessary skill points within the player's skill tree. This works similarly to how the system currently works, but players will now launch a formulation recipe rather than the
ability to train a bridge officer directly. Once the recipe is unlocked, players may begin crafting those training manuals. The STO team has also been considering updating the skills system in the future, and if this method occurs to open the training guide recipes are likely to change. It is important to note that players only open specific class recipes for the
category of their personality. So if your character is a tactical officer and you want to get high-level engineering or science manuals, you should trade or buy them from other players. All manuals will require developed in the iPad (personal access projector) which is a new formulation component. The cost of creating this component is several uncommon
drafting materials and a small amount of Diltihium and energy credits. Once an iPad component is created players can use it to create their own guides or they can be traded and sold to other players to help create clues you may not have access to. One of the most exciting updates to bridge officer training is the ability to train bridge staff in specialties.
Training in specialization is similar to the normal process in that it requires A kind of manual called specialty qualification. The specialization qualification is unique in that it not only launches that specialty to the bridge officer but also trains him in four space and four earth abilities (one for each available slot) from getting going. Once the specialty is opened
the bridge officer can continue to learn any additional abilities from him. While bridge officers can currently learn only the specialty of intelligence we will be releasing more in the future! Each additional discipline learned by the bridge administrator will cost an increasing amount of experience points. Training manuals can be purchased for any major from
bridge staff trainers, with the exception of higher-ranking capacities and the specialty manual itself. All manuals must be specialty. To open a recipe for drafting a specialty guide players must have spent 10 skill points within the required specialty. To open additional top ability recipes, players must spend about 20 skill points within the required specialty.
Bridge staff may learn all the disciplines available but they may only have one activity at a time. Once the specialty is learned though players can quickly and easily swap a specialty that is an active bridge officer at any time (outside of combat and in a social map such as space strip or earth close space). Stations and the ability to choose not only has screen
skills was a great repair to the interface for bridge officers but also screen stations received a lot of attention. Besides the many interface improvements screen players will now be able to swap the abilities of an individual bridge officer directly on the terminals screen. This will allow players to quickly and easily customize the abilities of a bridge officer for ship
stations. Subject to change! As a reminder, the bridge staff training system is still under development and undergoing change. We are still testing the system and will be looking for additional feedback from the STO community once it is released on tribble test server. Mike McIntyre Systems Designer Star Trek Online
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